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Abstract - Fundamental to vehicle health management is the deployment of systems incorporating advanced technologies for predicting and detecting anomalous conditions in highly complex and integrated environments. Integrated structural integrity health monitoring, statistical algorithms for detection, estimation, prediction, and fusion, and diagnosis supporting adaptive control are examples of advanced technologies that present considerable verification and validation challenges. These systems necessitate interactions between physical and software-based systems that are highly networked with sensing and actuation subsystems, and incorporate technologies that are, in many respects, different from those employed in civil aviation today. A formidable barrier to deploying these advanced technologies in civil aviation is the lack of enabling verification and validation tools, methods, and technologies. The development of new verification and validation capabilities will not only enable the fielding of advanced vehicle health management systems, but will also provide new assurance capabilities for verification and validation of current generation aviation software which has been implicated in anomalous in-flight behavior. This paper describes the research focused on enabling capabilities for verification and validation underway within NASA’s Integrated Vehicle Health Management project, discusses the state of the art of these capabilities, and includes a framework for prioritizing activities.

Introduction

NASA’s Integrated Vehicle Health Management project (IVHM) [1] is incorporating advanced technology for assessing vehicle health at the system and subsystem level. For example, airframe health management will perform in-flight diagnosis and assessment through the integration of sensors, sensory materials, and advanced algorithms for reconstructing damage fields and estimating structural durability and remaining useful life. Many of these algorithms will incorporate advanced information processing technologies including neural networks, expert systems, fuzzy logic systems, pattern recognition, signal processing for spectral analysis and feature extraction, and statistical algorithms for detection, estimation, prediction, and fusion [2]. Propulsion health management systems will incorporate sensor suites and advanced fault diagnosis and prognosis information processing technologies that will assess remaining useful life for use by digital engine controllers and maintenance crews. Aircraft systems health management will utilize advanced information processing technologies for detecting and classifying fault conditions, estimating remaining useful life, developing Bayesian sensor fusion tools, and investigating data-driven and statistical life estimation models. A commonality across many of these health management approaches is the application of large, complex software systems that use algorithms that are dynamic and non-deterministic in nature. Fielded systems employing such algorithms will, in certain cases,
learn and change over time. This class of software presents a certification challenge that is not addressed by current civil aviation airborne software standards such as DO-178B [3, 4]. Moreover many of these health management capabilities will be used in flight or mission-critical functions such as adaptive control and condition-based maintenance whereby routine scheduled-based maintenance inspections and procedures are replaced by on-board automated health assessment systems. The increased reliance on such advanced algorithms in flight or mission-critical applications poses significant verification and validation challenges.

NASA's IVHM project is addressing these challenges by focusing on the investigation, development, and demonstration of tools, techniques, and methodologies that will provide enabling capabilities for assuring design and processing integrity of flight and mission-critical systems. Research is underway in compositional verification, hybrid systems analysis, and a new IVHM concept referred to as software health management. Compositional verification embodies a suite of techniques and approaches that provide strong guarantees that the verification of a system or sub-system can be efficiently accomplished by taking advantage of the verification of individual components. Software health management seeks to develop the tools and techniques needed to enable the detection, diagnosis, prognosis, and mitigation of hazards due to software faults. Hybrid systems analysis extends model checking, theorem proving, and static analysis tools with additional capability for formal analysis of systems comprised of both continuous and discrete behavior.

Finally, it is certainly beyond the scope of NASA's IVHM project to address all of the anticipated verification and validation challenges necessary for deploying advanced IVHM technologies. We propose a framework for prioritizing research activities that takes into account relevance to IVHM technology, relevance to system-level dependability cases, and relevance to broader aviation safety verification and validation needs. The contribution of current research efforts relative to this framework is discussed.

Compositional Verification

The principle behind compositional verification is to use a divide-and-conquer strategy to explore the state space of a large model of an aircraft or aircraft component. Models may be of the form of finite state machines, formal logic representations, or mathematical equations describing the behavior of the system in different modes of operation. Using the compositional verification approach, large and complex system-level models are decomposed into a set of smaller models, which can be verified separately. The complete model is then verified by checking that the assumptions about the environment (i.e., the other small models) hold at the system level.

An advantage of compositional verification is that individual models can be verified using different techniques. In some cases, it may be possible to use model-checking techniques for discrete finite-state machines. Hybrid model-checking techniques can be
used on IVHM models with discrete and continuous components (e.g., to describe the different modes of a complex control system).

Figure 1: The verification that a property (P) holds for a system can be done through compositional verification by testing that the property holds for (verified) individual system components under assumptions (A) made about the state of the other components.

State-of-the-art in Compositional Verification
Compositional verification offers a means to implement formal analysis tools on industrial size systems that ordinarily would be mathematically intractable using monolithic approaches. Scalability of formal methods to handle large systems is based on a “divide-and-conquer” approach that breaks up the verification of a large system into smaller tasks that involve the verification of its components. Of course, the verification of the smaller pieces is not useful unless there is a means to also verify the correct interaction of the components. This problem is addressed through the application of assume-guarantee reasoning [5, 6]. This technique uses assumptions when checking individual components of a system that essentially encode the expectations that each component has for the rest the system in order to operate correctly.

Derivation of the correct assumptions is a non-trivial manual process and this problem can limit the scope of the compositional verification method. Over the last few years, the Reliable System Engineering group at Ames Research Center has developed a collection of techniques and a supporting toolset for performing assume-guarantee reasoning of software in an automated fashion, which significantly increases the impact of assume-guarantee reasoning in practice. These methods are applicable both at the level of design models, and at the level of actual source code [7-11].

The techniques for compositional verification have been applied to the design and implementation of the Executive of the Ames K9 Mars Rover and to verify safety properties of OpenSSL, an Open Source toolkit implementing the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL v2/v3) and Transport Layer Security (TLS v1) protocols (www.openssl.com). In each case, more than an order of magnitude reduction in the state space was achieved using compositional verification analysis. Further research is needed to examine the expansion of this approach to industrial size IVHM applications, but so far the results look very promising.
Compositional Verification and Adverse Events

An IVHM diagnosis system can be as simple as checking that the value of a physical sensor is in nominal range or as complicated as feeding physical and virtual sensor information to various diagnosis engines and somehow fusing the results in a coherent diagnosis. The current trend suggests that diagnosis engines will become increasingly sophisticated, incorporating advanced technologies such as model-based diagnosis or neural networks. The trend is to keep them quite modular so that a new promising technique can be added as the system changes. Compositional verification is very well suited to perform verification of modularly designed software systems (as explained previously above).

Compositional Verification Baseline Datasets

Although no data has been created by this research effort thus far under NASA’s IVHM project, past research has indicated at least an order of magnitude reduction in the state space using compositional verification on problems of moderate size. Using design assumptions for model checking the K9 Rover code with the JavaPathfinder model checker, a ten-fold state space reduction was achieved as compared to the standard monolithic approach summarized in table 1. Equally significant reductions in memory usage and analysis time were realized at the same time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>States</th>
<th>Transitions</th>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monolithic</td>
<td>183,132</td>
<td>425,641</td>
<td>952.85Mb</td>
<td>12m,24s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premise 1</td>
<td>53,215</td>
<td>117,756</td>
<td>255.96Mb</td>
<td>4m,49s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premise 2</td>
<td>13,884</td>
<td>20,601</td>
<td>118.97Mb</td>
<td>1m,16s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: State-space reduction using model checking design assumptions on NASA K9 Rover.

Compositional verification methods have also been studied on the Magic model extractor to verify various safety properties of about 74,000 lines of C code. These methods achieved two orders of magnitude space reduction compared to Magic’s non-compositional analysis [12].

Compositional Verification Required Performance Level

Demonstration that the level of performance of the compositional verification methodology and tools are acceptable first requires the selection of a compelling example and to use it to quantify the scalability of the approach in verifying and validating complex aerospace systems. Suitable examples could include the ADAPT testbed (Power System for Avionics) developed by the IVHM teams at NASA Ames and the DAME framework (Drill Robotic platform) also developed at Ames. Both projects feature fault management systems integrating several types of fault diagnosis engines. Moreover, their modular approach to software health management illustrates the need for a compositional framework, which provides assurance that the composition of the solutions to smaller problems satisfies key system properties.
However, the combination of models often results in an explosion in the number of states that need to be explored during the verification process. This is known as the state space explosion problem. The first look at compositional verification performance will consist of evaluating the size (in number of states) of a behavioral model for a complex system and show that it can be efficiently reduced using the method of assume-guarantee reasoning mentioned above while maintaining the full diagnostic range of the complete model. Demonstrating that the method can effectively reduce the number of states in a complex (i.e., otherwise unverifiable) model is an important metric that can be used to characterize the scalability of the method. Other metrics might be the degree of interrelationships between models and the range of environmental (input) variables that can be handled. Ultimately, it must be demonstrated that a compositional framework can be created for a complex IVHM model that allows formal tools (e.g., model checkers) to be effectively used to verify the complete system in a relatively short amount of time. Hence, gains in terms of reducing state space size and analysis time are important metrics for assessing improvement in verification performance. Additionally, heuristic evaluation of how hard it is to generate environment assumptions (manually vs. automatically) will also be important to assess, as well as to characterize what properties can be addressed with the compositional framework.

Software Health Management

Software Health Management is a new research area aimed at developing tools and techniques that enable the detection, diagnosis, prognosis, and mitigation of errors and related adverse events caused or contributed to by software systems in aircraft. While software health management bears many similarities to health management of physical systems, there are important differences that must be taken into consideration. The most important consideration is that all software faults are design errors -- software does not fail or degrade in the physical sense. However, because aircraft software is inherently coupled with physical systems, many faults in aircraft software are triggered by interactions with unanticipated physical phenomena such as failed or degraded sensors, unforeseen system modes, unexpected user operation, and erroneous environmental assumptions. Thus, software health can only be assessed in the context of the larger system in which the software is embedded. Unfortunately, there is little reliable data concerning software failure. Specifically in [13] p. 39:

*The lack of systematic reporting of significant software failures is a serious problem that hinders evaluation of the risks and costs of software failure and measurement of the effectiveness of new policies or interventions.*

This suggests an inherent difficulty in addressing detection and diagnosis of software faults. Furthermore, Avizienis, et al [14] observes that certain software faults are "recognized as faults only after [...] a failure has ensued." It is possible that the first indication of a software fault is catastrophic system failure. A canonical example is the first flight failure of the Ariane 5 [15], which stemmed from sequence of seemingly reasonable design decisions. This highlights another observation of [13] p. 40 that "by
A central recommendation of the National Academies [13] is that dependable software systems should be developed with explicit claims and evidence to substantiate those claims, augmented with expertise in developing that class of systems. In light of these recommendations, research will be focused on developing a framework for (software) health management that involves:

- Explicit claims of system (and subsystem) requirements including assumptions about the application domain and environment in which the system is to operate;
- Evidence that software satisfies these explicit claims under the stated domain assumptions;
- Architectural principles, enforced by hardware mechanisms, that ensure that software behavior dependencies are traceable; and
- Mechanisms for correctly composing software systems from trusted components within the constraints imposed by the architectural principles.

To realize this framework, IVHM is exploring software health management in the context of system level dependability cases (Figure 2). Dependability cases are a mechanism recommended by Jackson et al [13] for managing the explicit claims and evidence in support of system dependability claims. Dependability cases are derived from safety cases [16], with a safety case broadly defined as [17]:

“A documented body of evidence that provides a convincing and valid argument that a system is adequately safe for a given application in a given environment” that should

- make an explicit set of claims about the system
- provide a systematic structure for marshalling the evidence
- provide a set of safety arguments that link the claims to the evidence
• make clear the assumptions and judgments underlying the arguments
• provide for different viewpoints and levels of detail

Bishop [17] further states that a safety case should consist of the following elements: a claim about a property of the system or some subsystem; evidence which is used as the basis of the safety argument; an argument linking the evidence to the claim, and an inference mechanism that provides the transformational rules for the argument.

A definition of dependability may be found in [18]:

Dependability of a computing system is the ability to deliver service that can justifiably be trusted. The service delivered by a system is its behavior as it is perceived by its user(s); a user is another system (physical, human) that interacts with the former at the service interface.

A dependability case is formed from the evidence presented to justify an explicit dependability claim that makes clear which properties in the real world the system is intended to establish [13], and is the mechanism recommended for managing the explicit claims and evidence in support of system dependability claims summarized as:

Explicit claims – properties to be exhibited, assumptions about the environment upon which the claims are contingent, and the level of dependability claimed,

Evidence – substantiate the dependability claim in the form of a dependability case arguing that the required properties follow from the combination of the properties of the system itself (the implementation) along with the environmental assumptions, typically containing results from testing, analysis, and development processes.

The central idea behind our approach to software health management is that any observed (sub) system behavior that is inconsistent with any explicit (sub) claim in a dependability case is evidence that either the system or its associated dependability case is flawed. In either case, there is reason to doubt the dependability of the system. Initial tasks will focus on detection and mitigation techniques, with the anticipation that more robust detection capabilities will lay a foundation for future investigations into diagnosis and prognosis.

State-of-the-Art in Software Health Management
There are examples in the literature that can be considered software health management techniques. Sha [19] outlines an architectural mitigation strategy based on run-time monitors coupled with simple, safe, but otherwise sub-optimal alternative solutions. The central idea is that it is easier to establish the safety of the monitors and the simple solution than the complex primary system. Monitoring of system requirements specifications during program execution is described in [20, 21]. Goldberg [22] advocates adapting ARINC 653 Health Monitoring mechanisms to support monitoring of software using formal models of expected behavior. Castelli et al [23] documents a proactive approach to a class of aging software faults. In this context, aging refers to run-
time degradation of software integrity due to resource exhaustion, data corruption, or accumulation of numerical errors. The strategy outlined is centered on periodically refreshing or restoring the state to eliminate the deleterious effects. This is a reasonable strategy for systems with long periods of continuous operation, and is worth considering for ground systems. However, for aircraft software systems, the flight duration is rarely more than ten hours. Airborne systems are already periodically restored to a known good state prior to every flight.

However, airborne systems may suffer from another form of software aging. Parnas [24] suggests two contributing factors for software aging: (1) not modifying software in response to evolving needs, and (2) modifying software in response to evolving needs. While there are mechanisms in place to manage changes to fielded software systems, this is an area with potential for either introducing new or unmasking existing software defects.

Baseline Datasets for Software Health Management
Another objective is to gain a better understanding of relevant software failure mechanisms for aircraft systems. There exist taxonomies of faults [14, 25]. We will determine which classification scheme is appropriate for aircraft systems. Nikora [26] is currently analyzing historical software fault data (using the classification suggested in [25]) from several robotic space exploration missions. There are currently several studies underway exploring various concepts and strategies for software health management. Unfortunately, the initial reports from these efforts funded by the IVHM project were not available in time for this baseline assessment.

Software Health Management Relevance to Aviation Safety
Although aviation software is subject to rigorous verification and validation, software-related issues have been implicated in some accidents and near misses [13]. Furthermore, aerospace software size and system complexity are expected to dramatically increase, as noted in [27]: “Estimates on source lines of code for systems beyond the current generation of developing systems are several orders of magnitude higher – and will likely exceed one billion lines of code”. This increase in software size and system complexity will undoubtedly include the fielding of systems incorporating new software-based technologies for detection, diagnosis, prognosis, and mitigation of adverse events. Software health management seeks to address software-related issues by identifying inconsistencies between observed behavior and the explicit claims in the dependability case.

Of course, this also highlights a need to manage the interplay between the compositional verification strategies and software health management. The central strategy for compositional verification is assume-guarantee reasoning. The software health management philosophy is centered on the systems response to violations of assumptions. This leads to the question of how to manage compositional verification in the presence of assumption violations. Rushby [28] has previously explored this issue. He outlines a collection of key properties necessary to support modular certification. In addition to assume-guarantee reasoning, he highlights the necessity of an architecturally enforced
partitioning mechanism to ensure that composed components can only interact through their defined interfaces (even in the presence of some failure mechanism). In addition, he recognizes that assume-guarantee reasoning introduces circular dependencies that might lead to cascading failures, should some of the component assumptions be violated. His report outlines some strategies for resolving this difficulty, but additional investigations are warranted.

Hybrid Systems Analysis

Model-based Integrated Vehicle Health Management (IVHM) systems perform fault detection and diagnosis by monitoring a physical system and matching observations with a model of that system. In traditional state-transition models, states of a system change in discrete time steps. In continuous dynamical systems, states evolve continuously. Hybrid systems combine these two notions. They include both real-valued and discrete state variables, and their description involves a combination of differential equations and discrete state transitions. The hybrid systems formalism is a framework for modeling a large class of systems in which digital components or controllers interact with physical devices. Validation of models and verification of algorithms using formal, analytical techniques provide the rigor needed for dependable operation in critical subsystems.

This section heavily draws from material by SRI International, led by principal investigator John Rushby under a NASA cooperative agreement. It focuses primarily on the specific technique of hybrid abstraction. NASA's IVHM project intends to explore other aspects of hybrid systems analysis in the future.

Hybrid Systems Analysis State-of-the-art

Formal verification of hybrid systems poses theoretical and practical challenges. It is known that checking reachability properties for very simple classes of hybrid systems is undecidable. Even when semi-decision algorithms exist, hybrid models of real systems are too large and too complicated to be analyzed with such techniques. The most successful approaches to automate the verification of hybrid systems rely on abstraction. In general, the goal of abstraction is to transform a complex system into a reduced form that is accessible to simpler analysis tools yet retains sufficient detail to establish relevant properties. Hybrid Abstraction is a new static analysis method [29 - 31] developed by Ashish Tiwari of SRI International that allows the principled construction of sound, finite-state abstractions of hybrid systems, while preserving sufficient properties for analysis (in the context of this paper we use "hybrid abstraction" to refer to this specific SRI technology). In Tiwari's framework, continuous dynamics are expressed using polynomial expressions, that is, the derivative with respect to time of a continuous state variable $x$ is a polynomial function $f$ of the state variables, where $f$ may be nonlinear. The method derives a series of simplified expressions from $f$ to use in the formulation of system properties.

SRI has developed a prototype mechanization of hybrid abstraction that is implemented in the open source tool called Hybrid SAL, which in turn is an extension of the model
checking tool SAL [32]. Given this preliminary implementation, it is possible, on a limited scale, to design and validate models used in model-based diagnosis. A potential limitation, however, is deduction involving nonlinear arithmetic. Ongoing improvements in this area and other features of the Hybrid SAL automation are needed to reduce hybrid abstraction to practice.

To assess the potential for hybrid analysis methods, a small modeling study was performed by NASA postdoctoral researcher Arturo Tejada [33]. The goal was to examine an emerging fault detection technology based on distributed Bragg fiber-optic strain sensors. Such sensors can be embedded in aircraft wings to continuously monitor surface strain during flight. Strain information and spectral analysis techniques can then be used to detect faults due to changes in the wing’s physical parameters or to detect the presence of incipient cracks.

Working from the physical principles behind the modeling of vibrating structures such as cantilever beams (the natural model of a wing), Tejada reviewed two different classes of fault detection techniques and proposed a particular detection method for cracks in wings. The model requires an ability to handle fourth-order partial differential equations that are beyond the reach of current state-of-the-art analysis methods for hybrid system verification. The new work underway in the IVHM project will address this current limitation.

Hybrid Systems Adverse Events
Adverse events in the class of hybrid systems described here generally take the form of logical or mathematical flaws in models, algorithms and software implementations. A flaw in a system model or software component is a design defect rather than a degradation fault or a physical-failure fault. While software faults usually are introduced early in the life cycle, a latent fault might not be manifested until the component is operational. Conditions encountered during operation determine whether faulty software will be invoked, and whether its effects are immediate or delayed.

Current industry practice for managing software faults is based on the use of two broad categories of techniques. The first can be called static analysis methods, which include manual reviews and semi-automated checking of requirements, designs and software code. The methods are termed static analysis because the code is not executed. This is in contrast to the second category, dynamic analysis methods, which make extensive use of testing and simulation by executing the code which may be instrumented for monitoring and analysis. Techniques based on formal methods, of which hybrid abstraction is an instance, generally fall into the static analysis category. Research and development results are starting to make their way into industrial practice, bringing considerably more mathematical rigor into verification practices.

Hybrid Systems Analysis Baseline Datasets
Hybrid system modeling and analysis techniques have been pursued actively by researchers since the mid 1990s. Owing to the inherent difficulty of this domain, progress has been slower than that of other types of formal and analytical methods. One limitation
of the field is the intractability of automated deduction on the domain of nonlinear real arithmetic.

Reasoning over nonlinear inequalities is key to effective analysis of hybrid systems. Existing methods suffer from incompleteness or poor performance. Constructing the transition relation of a model involves proving or disproving formulas that are Boolean combinations of polynomial equalities and inequalities. The full first-order theory of the reals is decidable but it has a double exponential lower bound. The classical decision procedure for this theory is Collins's cylindrical algebraic decomposition (CAD) algorithm [34], but it is very complex and computationally expensive. Available implementations of this decision procedure can solve only very small problems.

SRI and its collaborators have developed a new algorithm called RAHD (Real Algebra in High Dimensions) that promises to be sound, complete and effective. It combines many existing algorithms so subproblems are solved using the cheapest technique. A heavily modified form of the CAD algorithm is a key element of RAHD, and the existing CAD implementation QEPCAD-B [35] is also incorporated as a back-end solver. SRI has created a prototype implementation of the RAHD algorithm, which is now undergoing test, evaluation, and refinement. After it is integrated with Hybrid SAL, the overall effectiveness of the hybrid abstraction technique will be enhanced.

Hybrid Systems Analysis Relationship to Aviation Safety

Hybrid systems analysis will be vital in the application of compositional verification techniques for verification of complex and modular IVHM systems. The analytical methods and tools under development will provide effective means to assess the correctness and safety of complex IVHM and fault-tolerant systems in vehicles that will operate in the Next Generation Air Transportation System. These analytical techniques also will contribute to increased confidence in the correctness of vehicle software, thereby enabling increased air-traffic efficiency while maintaining safety.

By taking the theoretical developments of hybrid abstraction and integrating them with a set of existing, SRI-maintained tools, this new analytical method will become available to all segments of the aviation community. Engineers who choose to create hybrid models can make use of this capability to verify system properties rigorously and do so at an early stage in the life cycle.

Hybrid Systems Analysis Performance Required

As with many analytical methods, verification of hybrid systems lacks established performance requirements. Moreover, the hybrid abstraction technique is too new to have generated any significant performance data. Given that implementations of these techniques typically are used in the context of modeling or engineering tools, acceptable performance often is dictated by the nature and use of the tools. Interactive tools, for example, require response times in seconds or minutes to be acceptable to a human user. Batch-oriented tools, however, might have the luxury of longer execution times that can run into hours.
For hybrid systems, one crude measure of performance is occasionally mentioned, namely, the number of continuous (real-valued) variables that the analysis methods can handle. When a hybrid system model with more than this number of continuous variables is attempted, the execution time quickly becomes excessive. In the case of hybrid system techniques based on the use of reachability analysis, the limit is typically five or six continuous variables. In contrast, the hybrid abstraction technique has shown tractability when the models contain 15 or more continuous variables. With ongoing developments in decision procedures for real arithmetic, such as RAHD, the outlook is for even more improvement.

Prioritization

There are numerous verification, validation, and certification challenges that must be addressed in the deployment of advanced IVHM technologies. These challenges are not unique to IVHM. Adaptive controls [36, 37], uninhabited autonomous air vehicles [38], and development of the next generation air transportation system [39] are some examples of emerging systems that will necessitate increased levels of automation that rely upon advanced technologies. We propose prioritizing candidate enabling verification and validation capabilities based upon relevance to system-level dependability cases, relevance to the specific needs of IVHM technology, and relevance to broader aviation safety verification and validation needs. These considerations are outlined in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Considerations for Prioritizing Integrity Assurance Research</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relevance to IVHM</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific IVHM advanced information processing technology</td>
<td>Examples include model-based diagnosis, feature extraction and pattern analysis, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>under consideration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific IVHM systems that employ embedded computation</td>
<td>Examples include health state monitoring, damage mitigating control, condition-based maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>integrated with physical processes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relevance to system-level dependability cases</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alignment of technology with identifying inconsistencies</td>
<td>Examples include instrumentation concepts, runtime monitoring, and architectural enforcement mechanisms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>between observed behavior and the explicit claims in the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dependability case</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relevance to broader aviation safety V&amp;V</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safe composition of rigorously verified systems and sub-</td>
<td>Tools, techniques, and methods that are applicable to verification, validation, and certification of complex dynamic systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing air traffic and vehicle health management</td>
<td>Scalable techniques applicable to increasing levels of automation and decreasing ability of flight and ground crew to provide safety margins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing air traffic and vehicle health management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future generation air traffic and vehicle health management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alignment of technology development with national and</td>
<td>Examples include RTCA, SAE, and recommendations from the National Academies and the President's Council of Advisors on Science and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>international committees, standard-setting organizations,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and technical working groups</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Possible prioritization criteria for enabling capabilities
The introduction of software health management as a research topic suggests a viewpoint for prioritizing enabling V&V research, and reinforces the relevance of the current research activities underway within the IVHM project. The software health management effort of the IVHM project specifically seeks to define a framework for identifying inconsistencies between observed behavior and the explicit claims in the dependability case. As noted earlier, there currently exist examples of technologies that may be considered software health management techniques. But unique to NASA’s IVHM approach is the provision of a framework for proving system safety in the context of a system that is instrumented in such a way as to examine whether inconsistencies exist between the explicit claims and assumptions under which the system design was deemed safe and the actual behavior of the fielded system. Once a framework for observing inconsistencies is established, further investigation into diagnosis, prognosis, and mitigation approaches will be possible. Even though NASA’s IVHM research into software health management has only just begun, there are clearly areas of research that will be enabling to this framework. Areas currently being pursued in NASA’s IVHM project include the composing of components that certifiably satisfies global requirements [40], rigorous checking of system requirements at runtime [20], compositional verification and assume-guarantee [7], and tools for verification of system models that are comprised of both discrete and continuous variables [29]. While these enabling capabilities provide a solid basis to support the software health management framework, inevitably other research opportunities will be presented as the software health management work proceeds. For example, research into new architecture principles is needed that will ensure that observed inconsistencies are due exclusively to either faults in the software design or flaws in the safety argument. These principles would be shaped from architectural requirements derived from emerging software health management frameworks.

To effect a comprehensive estimation of vehicle-level health state, integrated health management necessitates that there be an exchange of data and information among distributed systems, subsystems, and components that are highly networked. Because IVHM systems will be introduced at every level of this hierarchy, and will likely share common computing resources within an Integrated Modular Avionics (IMA) architecture framework, there is a pressing need to address verification and validation capabilities that support modular certification concepts [28]. NASA’s IVHM work in compositional verification and architectural enforcement are supportive of these modular certification concepts.

IVHM systems are comprised of embedded computers that incorporate networks of sensor modules for acquiring physical parameters and networks of actuator modules for control, optimization, and mitigation. These are, in effect, next generation cyber-physical systems (CPS) [41] that will require new tools and methods for verification and validation of the complex interactions between modules [27]. IVHM is conducting research into developing hybrid abstraction tools that will support the analysis of systems that exhibit both discrete and continuous behavior as is typically found in the cyber-physical realm.
Recognizing that the V&V challenges associated with deploying systems incorporating advanced technology is not unique to IVHM, relevance to broader aviation safety verification and validation needs should also be a factor when prioritizing research focus areas. Zemrowski [42] examines the engineering challenges faced by NextGen in order to maintain safety while increasing capacity, noting that

"Reliability and availability will be even more important than they are in today's most critical applications. Because of the safety criticality, special software design techniques may be required to be able to use certified operating systems and be able to partition software so that uncertified software does not adversely affect critical routines."

Furthermore, relevance of NASA’s IVHM verification and validation research initiatives to national and international standard-setting organizations and technical working groups is also an important consideration for portfolio prioritization. The IVHM project’s Technical Plan [1] calls out the need for coordination across the broader research community, and the coordination with standard-setting bodies and technical working groups is particularly significant to verification and validation as many requirements will be driven by the system of rules and regulations that govern the use of advanced technology in the National Airspace System.

Conclusion

NASA’s Integrated Vehicle Health Management project is conducting research aimed at enabling capabilities to support the verification and validation of IVHM technologies. While these enabling capabilities are necessary for fielding IVHM systems, they are certainly not unique to IVHM. Technologies that involve dynamic and non-deterministic algorithms for pattern recognition, feature extraction, and fusion (to name a few) are germane to IVHM as well numerous emerging applications such as adaptive flight controls, autonomous air vehicles, and next generation air transportation systems. Currently NASA’s IVHM project is focusing on compositional verification for providing strong guarantees that the verification of a system or sub-system can take advantage of the verification of individual components, hybrid systems analysis for providing analysis capability of systems comprised of both continuous and discrete behavior, and a new IVHM concept referred to as software health management which seeks to address software-related faults in the context of system-level dependability cases. A key consideration in software health management is the employment of architecturally enforced partitioning mechanisms to ensure that system and subsystem faults are contained in a manner that provides unambiguous traceability to faulty software behavior. Another consideration is the management of compositional verification, which is centered on assume-guarantee reasoning, in the presence of violations of these assumptions, which is the central philosophy of software health management. The selection and priority of these focus areas is based upon relevance to the specific needs of the IVHM project, impact on software health management, and applicability to broader aviation safety needs. Software health management is a new research endeavor that will undoubtedly introduce new research needs as the work progresses.
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